Richmond COVID-19 Community Task Force
April 27, 2020
Teleconference
Committee Members in Attendance

Members Absent or unable to login

Recorder
1.

Opening Remarks from Co-Chair, Mayor
Malcolm Brodie

Co-Chair Malcolm Brodie (Mayor, City of Richmond)
Co-Chair Fan Chun (Richmond Chamber of Commerce)
Matt Pitcairn (Richmond Chamber of Commerce)
Shaena Furlong (Richmond Chamber of Commerce)
Cecilia Achiam (City of Richmond)
Kim Somerville (City of Richmond)
Katie Ferland (City of Richmond)
Linda Reid and Shelley Leonhardt (MLA, Richmond South Centre)
Teresa Wat (MLA, Richmond North Centre)
John Yap and Po Wah Ng (MLA, Richmond-Steveston)
Jas Johal (MLA, Richmond-Queensborough)
Jordan Wood, representing Kenny Chiu (MP, Steveston-Richmond East)
Sacha Peter, representing Alice Wong (MP, Richmond Centre)
Dr. Meena Dawar (Vancouver Coastal Health)
Nancy Small (Tourism Richmond)
Craig Richmond (Vancouver Airport Authority)
Scott Robinson (Richmond School District)
Marlyn Graziano (Kwantlen Polytechnic University)
Rebecca Swaim (Trinity Western University, Richmond)
Alvin Chow and Maria Rantanen (Richmond News)
Lorraine Graves (Richmond Sentinel)
Todd Ye (Fairchild TV)
James Ho (AM 1320 Radio)
Tim Wilkinson (Richmond Fire)
Will Ng (Richmond RCMP)
Travena Lee (Fairchild Radio)
Serena Lusk (City of Richmond)
KM Lui (Ming Pao)
Ken Hamaguchi (Richmond School District)
Andrew Lai (Sing Tao)
Shaena Furlong
11:00am

Mayor Malcolm Brodie
Welcome to the 6th Weekly Richmond COVID-19 community task
force meeting. I just read a news alert that the number of COVID
cases worldwide has topped 3 million. Having gone into our 6th week
of discussions, we are reminded that in certain places (e.g.
Saskatchewan and Georgia, USA), they are talking about getting back
up and running and planning to reopen everything. We are in the
thick of things but in a time of transition.
Roll call
You may remember that last week I was talking about extending the
tax payment date. The tax payment date has been extended for
businesses and residents to September. We are encouraging people
to pay on July 2nd. We are also discussing a 2% reduction to taxes,
which must go to public consultation.

2.

Opening Remarks from Co-Chair, Fan Chun

11:06am

Fan Chun
Let’s proceed with Dr. Dawar’s update.
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3.

Update from Vancouver Coastal Health

11:06am

Dr. Meena Dawar
We are in day 41 since the declaration of provincial public health
emergency. We are nearing the 2000 mark of cases. Yesterday the
posted update was 1948 cases. Unfortunately, 100 deaths were
reported at end of day Apr 25th. The province will announce an
update today.
Most cases are now within Fraser Heath authority (the most
populated region), followed by Vancouver Coastal Health.
Since last Monday we’ve had updates on outbreaks in the poultry
processing plant and corrections facilities. This is a reminder that the
virus is still out there. Our flattening of the curve is due to the
extraordinary measures we have taken. The virus will find its way
where these measures cannot or have not been taken.
As we look to ease restrictions, we need to pay strict attention to
hand hygiene and physical distancing.
Letter to municipalities and operators of outdoor recreation
facilities: Last week Vancouver Coastal Health sent a letter to all
municipalities supported by VCH, as well as operators of outdoor
recreation facilities. We have asked that municipalities and
operators look to reopening these facilities, given that they are not
closed by the provincial health order. These include parks, dog parks,
playgrounds, picnic areas, walking, running and cycling areas etc. We
know there is little transmission that occurs in outdoor spaces. We
do think it is time to think ahead to how these can be safely
operated. We are open and available to questions.
Saskatchewan has announced that they are looking ahead to
reopening. New Brunswick has followed suit. Ontario just published
a framework for reopening today. Certainly, all provinces are moving
forward, as we have to. The virus will be with us for the next many
months and we need to look ahead to how we can get back to the
new normal.
Websites to visit regarding trials:
•

•

Registry of vaccine trials hosted by the London School of
Tropical Medicine and Hygiene site: https://vaclshtm.shinyapps.io/ncov_vaccine_landscape/
Registry of clinical trials: https://www.covid-trials.org

Questions:
Mayor Brodie: Regarding the letter to municipalities: The comments
that many have made have been about the very strong need for
coordination between the authorities (municipalities, provincial and
federal) so that everyone is taking relatively the same approach.
Dr. Dawar: I know that conversations are happening at a provincial
level. I am not privy to those conversations. We wanted to make
sure municipalities are starting to think about this. Can you share
more about what you mean regarding coordination of support at a
local level?
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Mayor Brodie: For instance, Vancouver Coastal Health has issued
this letter but Fraser Health has not. If municipalities aren’t doing
the same thing at the same time, you are going to have a really
uncoordinated approach, which could bring problems of its own.
Dr. Dawar: We have made Fraser Health aware of this letter. At the
moment, they are busy dealing with current outbreaks. We are in a
different phase of the outbreak than even Fraser Health is (our
numbers were higher for a long time). They have caught up and now
exceed our numbers. They are a bit behind in the progression of the
illness. It is quite okay for some municipalities to begin by taking the
lead.
Matt Pitcairn: You mentioned that SK and ON have released
reopening plans. I know for me personally and our members, we are
anxious for a light at the end of the tunnel. Which conversations are
happening in BC regarding reopening plans? When can we hope for
an update from the province?
Dr. Dawar: I work in the local front lines of public health. I am not
operating at the provincial level and I can’t provide any details.
Lorraine Graves: The Coast Guard has said they are looking at a ban
on recreation boating. Why not institute practical suggestions to
reduce risk (fueling up at home, anchoring out, etc.) rather than hard
rules?
Dr. Dawar: Cannot comment as that is outside our jurisdiction.
4.

Update from the City of Richmond

11:16am

Mayor Brodie
Mayor Bodie’s update given in opening remarks.
Cecilia Achiam:
Planning for Facilities Reopening – the CAO is working with the
Regional Administrators Advisory Committee on this topic as a
coordinated approach is important to all cities. A request will be
made of the Province to provide leadership for this coordinated
approach and timing; in the meantime, staff are working on plans
which provide for a gradual, phased approach that is consistent with
the Medical Health Officer’s advice.
Business Licence Renewal check in – We are seeing a much higher
number of businesses not renewing their licences. As part of
recovery preparation, staff will be checking in with them by phone to
see how they are doing and if they intend to carry on after COVID19. The City will not be issuing fines or asking these businesses for
payment.
Daily Patrols by Community Bylaw Officers & Community
Ambassadors – This approach continues to be a successful in gaining
compliance on social distancing through education. The number of
COVID-19 related calls for service remain stable.
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Katie Ferland:
Much anticipated federal Emergency Wage Subsidy Program opened
today. It’s designed to help prevent further job losses, and position
organizations to resume normal operations after the crisis by having
their workforce in place. In some cases, businesses can rehire
workers that they’ve laid off it if makes sense for them. This is a
significant program that went through some iterations based on
direct feedback from businesses. Although not applicable to every
single business, CFIB estimates that more than half of small firms
plan to use it, so we’re hoping to see a positive impact here in
Richmond.
Reality is that many workers are still out of jobs, so one of the things
we’re doing is sharing local job opportunities on the
businessinrichmond.ca website. Many of the jobs are what you’d
expect right now, they’re in food production, grocery, logistics. But
there are also positions in other fields like software development,
engineering and biotech. Some local companies that are hiring for
these positions include Sierra Wireless, ZE Power, Photon Control
and Wenco Mining.
Lastly the City continues to use our Business Support Center to make
sure that these programs and initiatives are communicated broadly
and any business that has questions or concerns, can get the
answers and support they need by visiting the website, emailing
businesshelp@richmond.ca or phone 604-276-4114.
On April 29th, a Richmond Food Network Webinar is taking place.
Local meal programs and social agencies are invited to attend this
webinar and sign up to this program.
Kim Somerville:

5.

Update from the Chamber of Commerce

11:21am

Staff continue to support all the organizations working with
vulnerable populations. Last week a Seniors Resource Guide for the
pandemic was developed and posted on the City’s website, and sent
to key stakeholders.
Matt Pitcairn
Recent Pulse Check:
•

The most recent Pulse Check survey was for the period of
April 9 April 17th. We have provincial results to share now.
• Approximately half of all businesses (54% up from 48% in
the first survey) state they have experienced revenue
decreases of 75% or more while two-thirds (66%) have had
revenues drop by 50% or more.
• The top operating cost or expenses were wages (64%)
followed by rent (54%), taxes (34%), and goods and supplies
(32%).
We are seeing impacts in our own membership and among the
business community at large. We will not be dropping any members
during this period and are doing whatever we can to support the
business community.
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The CRA portal for the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy opened
today. This is going to have a big impact on businesses. We are
encouraging members to apply as soon as possible. I believe the
target date to have money in accounts is May 7th.
The other thing we are eagerly anticipating is the Commercial Rent
Subsidy. The Federal government came out with details on Friday
There are many unanswered questions and we are looking to see
what that program will look like in BC. May 1st is right around the
corner.
Last Wednesday, we hosted a successful Virtual Town Hall with the
Minister of Middle Class Prosperity and Associate Minister of
Finance. Approximately 50 guests joined the call. If you missed the
event and would like to view it, a video can be found on our website:
https://www.richmondchamber.ca/2020/04/24/virtual-town-hallwith-minister-fortier/
We are hosting our second Virtual Happy Hour this Thursday at 4pm.
Again, I invite you all to join us.
https://www.richmondchamber.ca/event/virtual-happy-hour-april30/
Fan Chun:
One of the new normal is for businesses to move their platforms
online. And on the demand side, as people are isolating at home,
they are shopping more online. We are experiencing delays in our
logistics partners including Canada Post. One consistent message we
heard from them and I quote is that they are experiencing
“Christmas-level volumes” which means businesses are sending,
processing and delivering parcels at levels only experienced during
the busiest weeks of the Christmas season. Also, the health and
safety concerns of people in the logistics industry are always on our
minds too. Finally, I am happy to share that as business and people
are eagerly waiting for the end of this pandemic.
Collectively, we are still handling the situation with understanding
and patience. And we remain hopeful.
Questions:
James Ho: The new rental assistance program, can you comment on
this again?
Matt Pitcairn:
•

•

On Friday, the Federal government announced some details
of the Commercial Rent Relief plan, which would give a 75per-cent break on rent for qualifying businesses for three
months, retroactive to April.
The Canada Emergency Commercial Rent Assistance
program offers loans to qualifying commercial property
owners to cover 50 per cent of tenant rent payments for
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April, May and June.
Businesses that will qualify for the break are those that
have had to close their doors or suffered at least a 70-percent loss in pre-COVID-19 revenue, but require a landlord’s
co-operation to sign on. (This is a very high level of revenue
loss)
• Loans are intended to be a bridge for landlords and will be
forgiven if a mortgaged property owner agrees to cut the
rents of eligible tenants by at least 75 per cent for the three
months and pledge not to evict tenants
• It is a bit too early to gauge public response. We are still
waiting to see how many businesses it will cover.
Craig Richmond
•

6.

Update from YVR

11:28am

Passenger numbers continue to fluctuate daily but YVR continues to
see daily volumes decline by more than 90% when compared to last
year’s traffic. YVR remains down to less than half of its normal
terminal in operation.
Update on Air Cargo Operations
Traditionally, 70% of cargo at YVR is carried on the belly of passenger
aircraft so cargo capacity has been adversely impacted by the
reduction in passenger traffic. In response, many air carriers have
converted passenger aircraft to operate cargo only, which is helping
to bring in much needed personal protective equipment and medical
supplies. The shift towards online retail is benefitting major ecommerce players such as Amazon and their contracted air cargo
partners.
Airline Update
Air Canada announced last week that it has suspended all service to
the United States until May 22, subject to further government
restrictions. Westjet also announced a significant decrease to its
domestic flight schedule and further employee layoffs.
Government Screening
YVR is working closely with its government partners to address the
ongoing pandemic:
·

The Government of Canada requires that all travellers wear
non-medical masks or face coverings when at airports and on
aircraft. Airport employees and business partners must also
wear proper face coverings.

·

Arriving passengers are encouraged to download the new
ArriveCAN mobile app to provide screening agencies with
required health information, reduce wait times and limit
contact upon arrival.
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7.

Update from Richmond School District 38

11:30am

Scott Robinson
1.

Students returning to school:
a. The Minister of Education has signaled in media
that it is possible that schools will begin to re-open
in some way perhaps at some point in mid to late
May. School districts haven’t been given any
further information on what that might look like or
when it might occur. I would anticipate receiving
additional guidance on this return to schools in the
coming weeks.
b. As students and staff begin to return to schools
over the next few weeks, we’ll continue to work
closely with Vancouver Coastal Health to ensure
that an appropriate level of health and safety
protocols remain in place for our students and
staff.
c. As discussed last week, a small number of students
in some schools will be returning to school part
time this week. These are students who, for a
variety of reasons, are considered vulnerable and
require face to face contact with educators and
support staff at school. This is being handled on a
case by case basis with schools and families.

2.

Food support for families in need:
a. The district continues to support many families in
our community who are struggling to make ends
meet. We’re seeing an increase in the number of
families who need help with food support as more
and more parents are losing income during the
pandemic.
b. The district continues to work with community
partners to gather food products for weekly
hampers for these families. We’re also continuing
to raise additional funds both to support a greater
number of families and also to provide more food
to the families we’re already supporting. We have
an active link on the district website for members
of the community who wish to make financial
donations.
c. We’re grateful for the donations that have already
been coming in from groups and are hopeful that
we will be able to increase the number of
donations so we can support more of our students
and their families.
d. Donation Link:
https://www.sd38.bc.ca/Pages/donations.aspx#/=
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8.

Update from Tourism Richmond

11:32am

Nancy Small
Over the past week Tourism Richmond has been focusing on looking
to the restart – and what that could look like within the tourism
industry. There are some models we are looking at which could be:
1.
2.
3.

Some travel restrictions eased mid-late summer
Relaxation in the fall
Relaxation in 2021

We do know this will be a very measured approach by our health
authorities. We will be creating tactics that will position Richmond
appropriately – as a place where visitors want to come.
There is also a lot of work being done about best practices and
guidelines and standards for our business within different sectors.
We will provide these as they come available.
We have been working as a coordinated effort within our tourism
partners in Metro Vancouver. And have garnered a lot of interest
from the media over the past week – as we work to inform our
government partners about what is working and what is not in terms
of government programs.
The City of Richmond, Richmond Chamber of Commerce, and
Tourism Richmond have collaborated with the objective of providing
resources, support, and connecting Richmond businesses and
Richmond residents. The lead element of this program is a website,
WeAreRichmond.com, which will serve as a hub and connection
point for residents and businesses
We will have sections that showcase experiences from Richmond
that viewer can experience from home – online exhibitions and
other online experiences, restaurants doing take-out and delivery,
etc. We will have sections that showcase how residents can support
their local businesses and also how they can access resources that
have been made available from the City, Province and Feds.
9.

Update from Richmond MLAs

11:36am

MLA Jas Johal
Our constituency offices continue to deal with a tremendous amount
of calls. Many of these are from seniors. Many calls are also from
small business owners looking for information to access federal and
provincial programs. We have also received many calls regarding EI
benefits.
A question the opposition will be asking the government is: What is
the economic plan in regard to recovery? We are going to be
focusing on getting the government on track for recovery.
Regarding recovery plans: There have been so specific dates for
announcing a BC plan. I expect something probably early next week.
At that point, we should get a better idea of what their plan will be.
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The opposition is going to be asking for a business plan as a
province, making sure we can slowly get back to work, while making
public safety a priority.
Questions:
Mayor Brodie: Dr. Dawar talked about the need to coordinate on
the health side of this with Saskatchewan, who is slowly starting to
ramp up their economy. Is there close coordination between our
government and Saskatchewan’s?
Jas Johal: There is coordination between opposition and
government quite closely. That is occurring across the country. Our
provincial economies are so interconnected that these broader
conversations are occurring across premiers and health ministers as
well.
Nancy Small: As other provinces are creating roadmaps to
reopening, pressure is going to start coming from BC stakeholders to
put plans in place.
Jas Johal: Our desire to work with the government when it comes to
public safety and health. However, reopening business is the other
side of that. We are now going to focus the conversation on how we
can reopen the economy. The conversation will change in that
respect.
10. Update from the Richmond MPs

11:40am

Jordan Wood, representing MP Kenny Chiu
Update on Lorraine Graves’ question regarding the Canada Summer
Jobs application deadline:
• Service Canada will solicit applications to essential services
• No additional application period
• No additional funding (Meaning that any new job takes
away from an existing job)
This past week our office has maintained a consistent level of
constituent inquiry into COVID-19 assistance at the individual level.
We have been able to promptly respond and assist those inquiring
about the Canada Emergency Response Benefit, EI, and business aid
programs and will continue to do so throughout the duration of the
COVID-19 relief programs.
We have noticed that more concerns are coming in from individuals
who fear they are slipping through the cracks. This is either because
they do not meet the income requirements to qualify for CERB or
because they represent an exceptional circumstance which the
program does not account for.
These concerns are being handled on a case by case basis.
Additionally, we are exploring new avenues to represent concerns
directly in government as the House of Commons partially resumes
in its limited format.
For businesses, the inquiries we have received are primarily focussed
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on why their financial institution is not offering the Canadian
Emergency Business Account.
Mr.Chiu has asked officials during the daily parliamentarian briefing
and received the response that the list of institutions offering the
program is growing, so if a business is unable to obtain the loan now,
they should be able to shortly.
To aid in our efforts, our office has been compiling a list of helpful
government contacts. This list includes supports for business and
individual concerns and we will make it available to all interested
members of this call if they contact our office by email at
Kenny.Chiu@parl.gc.ca.
Lorraine Graves: TV and movie production is one of the top 4
industries in the province of BC. It indirectly and directly is
responsible for 10s of thousands of jobs. However, many of those
jobs are in small businesses. Many can’t access federal assistance
programs because they don’t offer T4s. They take draws or
dividends, and it is contract based work. We need to keep this sector
going in this province. How are they going to be able to apply for
CEWS and CEBA to keep them alive, and ready to reopen before
California? What can be done? It’s not just this industry that
operates on the basis of contracts that are individuals.
Jordan Wood: Unfortunately, I can’t provide and in-depth answer to
that question. We are familiar with some of what you are asking. Our
office has sent letters to Ministerial offices requesting clarification
on these programs. We are still awaiting a response.
Mayor Brodie: Please follow that up and please provide a response
to the Chamber to be forwarded to the RCCTF.

11. Update from Richmond RCMP

11:47am

Supt. Will Ng
We are still making efforts to have a strong presence in the
community and keeping pressure up on prolific property offenders.
There were no arsons in the past week, though there is still an active
investigation.
Officers remain healthy and at work.
Calls remain steady.
Officers are still stationed at YVR dealing with unwanted visitors.
Questions:
Mayor Brodie: Have we seen an increase of porch package theft?
Spt. Ng: We have not noticed an increase in thefts of porch
packages lately.
Matt Pitcairn: What is driving the migration of individuals
experiencing homelessness to YVR?
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Supt. Ng: It is for shelter. They are looking for a place with a roof so
that they can stay indoors.
Maria Rantanen: Can you share numbers of how many people have
been coming to YVR? What is the RCMP doing when they encounter
them?
Supt. Ng: One of two per evening at YVR. Officers are providing
referrals to homeless shelters where the visitors can find a place to
stay. Most are taking the train back to Vancouver.
James Ho: Has Richmond encountered any of the hate crimes that
have been happening in other parts of the lower mainland?
Supt. Ng: I don’t know of any in Richmond to date.
Sacha Peter: How much of the quarantine act enforcement has
taken place in Richmond? What should a member of the public do if
they have reason to suspect a violation of the quarantine act?

12. Update from Richmond Fire Rescue

11:50am

Supt. Ng: The public health agency of Canada has a hotel locally that
provides shelter for those coming off international flights. They have
been asked to quarantine for 14 days. We have been asked to assist
when a few individuals are not abiding by instructions. Usually, it’s
the public health agency that reaches out for assistance. Though it a
member of the public has questions, they can reach out to the police
for assistance.
Chief Tim Wilkinson
Richmond Fire Rescue continues with staff being healthy. We can
provide full service at this time.
Emergency operations are still occurring as regular.
Last week, BC Emergency Health Services added back into RFR call
volume the overdose response. This has been normal levels.
Training continues. We are required to maintain mandatory training
levels but are mindful of social distancing and keeping classed to less
than 10 people.
We are reopening our building inspection system, starting with
businesses that may reopen shortly and schools.

13. Questions/ Comments/ Collaboration

11:54pm

PPE stock is holding up well and have all necessary supplies. We are
putting together our plan for business resumptions.
James Ho: There is a 17 minute documentary on Netflix called
Coronavirus Explained. It is very well done and I highly recommend
that everyone watch it.
Matt Pitcairn: Craig Richmond, what do you expect for our global
airline industry? I know we saw huge growth at YVR in terms of
airlines and flights. Prices were low. What do you think some of the
impacts coming out of this will be?
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Craig Richmond: Aviation is one of the hardest hit industries and will
take some time to recover. Within the next month or two, we’ll be
able to release some predictions.
Mayor Brodie: Are all classes virtual at KPU and TWU?
Rebecca Swaim: We are entirely online and just started a new
cohort today for undergrad. We are thankful for our numbers being
strong but curious to see how things will be impacted in our
international student community.
14. Adjournment

12:00pm

Next call set for 11AM, Monday, April 27th, via ZOOM. Call in details to follow.
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